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.bilingual education applied research unit 0.1 Project No.
207

project b.e,a.t.
n.y.c. consortium on bilingual education

CONTENT ANALYSIS SCHEDULE
FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION 1:).0G;LIIMS

Research Assistant Joan Lalloue

VE.RIFIED by et-oect-

Date 4/24/71.

0.2
Wive of Project Bilingual Education Project for Navajo

San 71-Aan School District

0.3 Address of Project F.O. Box 218

0.4 Monticellot Utah 84535

.05 STATE

1-Alaska
2-Arizona
3California
4-Colorado
5-Connecticut
6-Florida

7-Guam

-10-Indiana

11-LOuisiana
12-Maine
13-Massachusetts
14-Michigan
15-Montana
16-New. Hampshire

17-New Jersey
18-New Mexico
19-Nev York
20-Ohio

1.0 PROJECT EISTNY, FUNDING AND SCOPE

1.1 Year Project began under 'I" le VII:

see

Project
No.

97
07
17

1970

1971

21-alahoma
22-Oregon
23-Pennsylvania
24-_bode Island
25-Texas

Utah
27-Vermont
28-Washington
29-Wisconsin
301 -Other (specify)

2.0 FUNDING (dark all that apply)
2,1' (.Any, EcIOR funding of BILINGUAL program, if Title

VII continues or expands that program
0-no prior funding mentioned

2.2 Year prior,funding began 1965-66 (Title

2.3 Prior bilingual program involved:
CD-early childhood (pre K NJ

2-elementary studeris (grades 1-6)

3-secondary students (grade's 7-12)

0-not specified

2.4 Source of prior bilingual program funding:

-local 4- university

state ederal .(specify).________
3-foundation 6- =other (specify).L., L....____

2. CONCURRENT funding of program(s), if cooperating
__,J.,. M44.1 1TTT ...,,.n,

ESEA)

0.5 26

1 . 1
97

2.1

2.2 (4-6.,L-

2.3

2.4
1

2.5.



.L.aross of Pioje 1-.0. Box 218

0.4 Monticello, Utah 84555

.05 STATE

1-Alaska
2-Arizona
3California
4-Colorado
5-ConnectiCut
6-Florida
7-Guay.,"

8-Idaho

10-Indiana

11-Louisiana
12 -Naive

13-Massachusetts
14 Michigan
15- Montana.

16-New Hampshire
17-New Jersey
18-New idexico

19-New York
20-Ohio

1.0 130JECT HISTNY, FUNDING AND SCOPE
1.1 Year Project began under Title VII

97 - (1969)

07 , 1970

17 1971

see
Project
No.

21-0::1ahoma

22-Oregon
23-Pennsylvania.'
24-.:thode Island

25-Texas.
Utah

27-Vermont
28-Washington
29-Wisconsin
30-Other (specify)

2.0 FUNDING (i Iarlt all that apply);

2.1 00Any P:d0::: funding of BILINGUAL program, if Title
VII continues or expands that program

0-no prior funding mentioned

2.2 Year prior funding began 1965-66 (Title

2.3 Prior bilingual program invo],ved;
CD-early childhood pre K + K)

2-elementary students (grades 1-6)
3-secondary students (grades 7-12)
0-not specified:

2.4 Source of prior bilingual program funding;
CD-local 4-university

state ederal (specify),_
3-foundation 6-other (specify)._:

2.5 CONCURRENT funding of program(s), if cooperating
with Title VII program

0-no concurrent funding mentioned

2.6 Concurrent program cooperating with Title VII involves:
(I).early childhood (pre

elementary students (grades 1-6)
econdary students (grades 7 -12)

teachers
0-not specified

ESEA)

2.7 Source of concurrent funding,
program;

Utah Div. local

of Indian state

Affairs-- 3-university

EdUcatic521 Prpgrm,
To7al-Title VII grant (first year

1.1 97

2.1

2.2 0_612_7

2.3

1 22.4 .4_2 5.

2.5 1

1 3 4
2.6 '

2-"

if cor7,perating with Title VII
.

2.71,2,4,5

ther (specify) IrEMMIVITba Education, Adult Basic Educa-
Title I & Head- Startfederal (specify)$:.

-a-fount'Itn rn.I.,-y: tion

only)

2.i Total funds for concurrent program (s) cOoperating with
Title VII (..Urrit yac.r)

3.0ZI)If a UNIVEIZITY is worldng with the Title VII progra,
specify which; . 01-Ing

0-none,

66,500
2.8

2.9 50,000

3.0 1.



4.0 SCOPE of PaOJECT
4.1 Numbers of schools involved

1-one
2-two
(!)three

4.2 Total.nuMber

4-four
5-five
6- other

paLe

in Title VII progran: 4.1 3
0-not specified

of students in program A.First year

E.Socond year
C.Third year

4.3 Grade level of students in program number of classes per
grade and total number of students by grouped grade levels
(by second year)

Number of
Classes Grade

PS-PreSchool
cndgtn

PSK .11,.__LTOTAL NC. students PS and K

@grade 1
grade 2

3-grade 3
4-grade If

5-grade 5
6-grade 6
A _129.. TOTAL7studeas gr. 1-6

7-grade 7
es -grade 8

9-grade' 9

B TOTAL students

NuMber of

---------

2

4.2 A 131
B
C 100_ _es t

gr. 7-9

10-grade- 10

11- grade 11

12-grade 12
C students gr. 10-12

4:40All classes graded
2-All classes ungraded

3-Some classes ungraded
If ungraded, specify ages or grades grouped together:__

5.0 PaOCESS VAIIIABLES - STUDENTS (Sociolinguistic)
5.1 Students Dominant and Native language interaction and

culturalaffiliation_(Indicate number of students in each
category and specify cultural, affiliation in box)
(Circle any information. which is inferred and write INF.)

59
1, Tot41 II .N-E Dam

Non-English
Mother Tongue,

Total
English

Mother-Tongue__

154

- 1`I .1T

I Total Non-English
Dominant;.

NEHT
NE dbl..,

4.4
1

-4

II- E -Damt IT

56

E dom
NEMT

PP!. ij ..

154 73

- 7.-27ZDon 112.
EMT

II Total English Total it-Dom
1= Ili 11+ '1

2



grade and total number of students by grouped grade levels
(by second year)

.

Number of
Grade Classes
PS-PreSchool

Cnizigtn

PSIC..iE3).____TOTAL NC. students PS and

Grade
7-grade 7
8-grade 8 . .....

I 9-grade

Number of
Classes

TOTAL students gr. 7-9

Grade 1 10-grade 10
grade 2 11-grade 11

3-grade 3 12-grade 12
4-grade I. C ___..TOTALAUdeilts gr. 10-12
5-grade 5

..6 -grade 6

A _129_ TOTAL students gr. 1-6

4-40A11 classes graded 4.4 --2-All classes ungraded
3-Some classes ungraded
If ungraded, specify ,ages or grades grouped together:________

5.0 P2.0CESS VARIABLES - STUDENTS (Sociolinguistic)
5.1 Students Dominant and Native language interaction and

cultural affiliation (Indicate nuuber of students in each
category and specify, cultural affiliation in box)
(Circle any infoniation Which is inferred and write INF.)

IggJj_s.Popipant17.Epqlish Dominant' 5.0 No.
1, Total

II .N-E Dom - MIT
Non-English

ILE-Dom - NETIT
NE I

154
...._..

73
Mother Tongue.

154
E don

Total E-Dom - LMT NEWT
English -4
Ilother-Tongup.. 56 z__Don

EMT.
112 .5.6 27

I Total Non-English II Total English Total Z-Dom _56
Dominant Dominant: .56 11 III 112 .

27

Non - English

liother Tongue

English
Mother Tongue

.
j".1413-j-Ph. Dominant .........

N-E Dom E-Dom

Example: a native Spanish speaker
!who uses Spanish in most contacts
i though he may 2alow English

I NE Dom - EM.7

Xample: (rare) a native English'
speaking Puerto .nican child,
born in New York it o returns
to Pu,rtc -A_co and becomes
Spanish dominant

Example: a native Spanish
speaker who uses Spanish only in
familiar contacts, and English

72-Dom -

Examplesz 1)a native E. speaking.
acculturated American who may
or nzy not know a second lang.

2)a native E. speaking
HexLcanAmerican child who has a
minimal receptive lznowledge of
Spanish, but has a Latin culture
affiliation



5.2 Cultural or Ethnic identification of target students
by number and of each

Indigenous Americans: Number

63)Navajo

A2 Cherohee A2

A3 Other (specify)
A TOTAL No. of American Indian A

Americans of other ethnic bae:grounds:

B1 Hexican-American
B2 Puerto-ican
B3 Cuban
34 Other Spanish-American

(specify)
B TOTAL' No. of Spanish-

speaing.Americans

C

F
G.

H
J

Portuguese-American
Franco-American
Chinese-American
Eshimo
nussian
Other

B1

B4
B

C

D

G

J
, .

I TOTAL number of N-ELIT target
students 154

page 3

in program

Per Cent of if inferred,

Total Students check (.1)

73_
rr

-
to. ." .....

5.3 Ethnic identity of English mother tongue students
population, if specified, by number and per

El

Anglo

II TOTAL:nUmber of 12IT students
other. than target population

5.4 Studenta' native language
from dominant language

P91,141APtlaPOIP-IP.
1-English
2-Spanish

El.

2 56

56

or mother tongue

(specify)
Differelat Native Language

cent.

other than target

27

27 rl

if DIFF=NT

X

pm-jbea.-... Per Cent

5.5 Students' Dominant Languageand,Extentof Bilingualism

Dominant language i Number of ilonolingual

of students in program LStudents

Number /0 not

sPec:
I

Number of st4ents Bilingual
to any extent

not _,Only listening=speakin
spec,tcomprehension jability

g.



I.31'ilexicanAmerican D1 ...........

B2 Puerto-7_lican 32.
B3 Cuban B3........
134 Other Spanish-American

(s,ecify) 24______
TOTAL No. of Spanish- B1.,

spea:zing Americans

C Portuguese-American C
D France-American D
F Chinese-American F
G Eskimo
H '2'.ussian

J Other

1 TOTAL number of N-EilT target
students 154

5.3. Ethnic identity of English mother tongue students other than target
population, if specified, by number and per cent.

132
An610

II TOTAL number of 'LEP students
other than target population

El

3256 27

56 27 r!

5.4 Students' native language or mother tongue if DIFFERENT
from dominant language

Demipplapguage
1-English
2-Spanish

54 NA
(specify)
Different Native Lanaue.0-e Nuriber Per Cent

5.5 Students Dominant Language and 'Extent of Bilingualism

Dominant language 1 Number of lonolingual Number of students Bilingual
of students in program ! Students i to any extent

.
.

Number e
/0 not No. 5 not 'only listening tspeaking

i

spec. spec.i comprehension ability
tNo. % No. ry

m

_2L English 27. 0 0
American

Indian :
alam \st-©154. Navajo

-7-3 1.54 .100 . - . .'.A2 Cherolzee
...A3 .7 Neresan

........

........

.....
Other (spec.

... _
...............

......

B Spanish
. __.

C Portuguese
.... . ....

D French
.--..

F Chinese
......

....G Eskimo
...... .-...

H ..:ussian
.....

.....

...--
J Other (spec.) :: ....

... _.....
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5.6 recruitment of Students;
5.5 3

0 - not'specified
1 - English Nother Tongue ..other Tongue

Students are required. .-ate in the bilingual program
2 Only N7-112IT are recuired to take program EL1T's participation

is voluntary
(1)- Both Et2 and 'participation is voluntary (to date, no one has

refused to participate)
5.7 Proportion of ZIT pupils in project area: see Chart C 5,7 over 50%

not specified on the chart

5.8 Community Characteristics (mar': ally that
0 not specified
1 inner city-ghetto
2 major city
3 small city, town or -suburb
(i)- rural (non-farm)
5 -- other (specify)..

apply)

5.9 A. Socio-economic status of.N-3.1 participating students.
(indicate specific percent of low SES)

B. Jkverage family income, if mentioned
n.s. _not specified

5.8 4 (100%)

5.9 A. _50.7.4570.

E.

5.10 Socio-econonomic.status of adTrparticipating students
(indicate specific percent of low SES on the blank)
n.a. Enot applicable (no HT) 32% of county on welfare-95% Navajo
Op -not specified

5.10

5.11 Proportion of migrant students in project 5.11 ..J2Q-ap_...
(Indicate specific percent)
n.s. -not specified

6.0 SOCIOLINGUISTIC SU2VEY

6.1 Project states that a sociolinguistic survey:
. I for II for
H-ET group :].:T group

6.1

II _D.._

(Owes made
2 will be made
not mentioned

6.2 If a sociolinguistic survey was or will be made, 6.2 I
mark all groups included: II

I N-EMIT II 1111
(1)parents 1
2 children
3 teachers
4 community
5 others

(specify)

A Language daainance of N.-Zia groups (chec2: 11._parents, C_teachers)
gill be determined by the extent each language is used in different domains
through various means of communication.

.

see e.g.' specifyextent descriptively; never, sometimes always 6.3.
:attached Xerox for chart )-1



not :Spedified!

1 inner city - ghetto

2 major city
3 small city, town or suburb

rural (non-farm)
5 other (specify)

5,9 A. Socio-economic status of N-3 .:T participating students 5.: A. .50.7.4,,ii
(indicate specific percent of low SAS)

B. Average family incame, if hentioned
n. s. _not specified

_

5.1G Socio7econoncmicetatus of Eiji -participating students

5:

(indicate specific percent of low SES,on the blanlz)
n.a. - not applicable (no ElE) 2,l'of countyntY on welfare- -095% 10
00 -not Specified

5.10

5.11 Proportion of migrant students in project
(Indicate specific percent)
n. s. - not specified

5.11 Dgne._

6.0 SOCIOLINGUISTIC SURVEY

6.1 Project states that a sociolinguistic survey: 6.1 I 1
I for 'II for II __C).__

11-laiT crow? :T,T-grou,D

(Dwas made
2 will be made
0 not mentioned

6.2 If a sociolinguistic survey was or will be made, 6.2 I
mark all groups included; II

I II,EMT II Eid
parents 1

2 children
. .....

3 teachers
4. caaaunity
5 others

(specify)

6.3 Language dominance of groups (checl: A......sarents,B. _children C teachers)

will be deterriined by the extent each language is used in different domains
through various beanaof caamunication.

see e.g.- specify extent descriptively; never, sometimes, always 6.3

attached Xerox for chart 1'1 B
USE NCH-ENGLISH LANG . USE ENGLISH C

DOHAINS laSTENING'SPEAKING'aEADINGillaITINGILISTENINGSPEAKING:..ZOINGITINGI
1 Home' X X X*
2 Church
3 School
4 War::
5 ocializing
6 Neighborhood i

7 film7TV-radi_
8 Hagazinesinevis..

9 Others
(specify)

*.--22% never
50$ sometimes
27$ often

.....
. ..... -

.....

-;'
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Pare_n+s L-cAy\g e_

the San Juan School District, " conducted by Kent D. Tibbitts during

a_.

the 1967-1968 school year. Of the Navajo studP-,'-^ attending San Juan

High School during the school year, 40 per cent of their fathers had no

formal education and 59 rer cent of their mothers had never enrolled

in school. As indi ted ...t.te following tables, less than half of the

fathers were rated as speaking English "fairly well" or better while

less than one-fourth of the mothers could communicate well in English.

Over one-fourth of the mothers neither speaks nor understands English.

Ability of Parents of 1967-1968 San Juan High
School Navajo Students To Use The English Language

Ability Rating
Per Cent

Father Mother

Very Well 14 12

Fairly Well 27 12

Not Very Well 36 24

Only Understands But Does Not Speak English 12 22

Does Not Understand Or Speak English At All 10 28

The bilingual problem is further emphasized in the Tibbitts report

when he found that in only about one in. four Navajo homes is English

spoken "often"; The date in the following table from his report also

indicates the s' verity of this problem. It can be noted that English

is never" spoken in 22 per cent of the Navajo homes.
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6.4 If not included in survey, how was student's language dominunce 6.4 I 1 5

determined? I II II-717---

N-EliT Far.
(Dinferred blr ulo o- .name X . X

2-establi _' . testing of students
3-assessea ay lnformai means (specify how)
4-not mentioned

6.5 SociolinguistiafNmI_Includes: (check all that apply)
An analysis to determine if an interlanguage. exists
in the community, .(e.g., a mixture of..two languages
which serves as a single systan of communication for
a .group of people).

1-yes
0-no

Attitudes toward maintenance or shift:

6.5_ °

6.6 N-ZIT parents' attitudes toward maintenance of child's 6.6_1______
Iv- MT in particular domains of use or comDlete shift

to'English
(yes
0 -no

6.7 ECU parents' attitudes. toward their children's learning
of the N-EilT language

&yes
0-no

6.8 Children's own attitudes regarding the second language
they are learning and .the speakers of that language

&yes
0-no

IP, p.41

If not included in survey how were parental and/or
community attitudes toward maintenance

determined?
1-will not be assessed

*(E)dill be assessed, method not specified
3-has been or will be assessed by method other than

sociolinguistic survey (specify how)

*2-taped interviews & through Parent Advisory Council

6.8
1

6.9 2

6.10 1-After sociolinguistic survey io made, how does it influence 6.10 1
program? (specify) (e.g. transfer or maintenance instructional
programs) /_ Resulted in the establishment of curriculum

0-not mentioned committee to develop A-V culturally oriented

7.0 STAFF SELECTION
curriculum materials

7,1 Linguistic. background:of project teachers, by number in each category:
(indiCate non-English language in each box)-



a group cpf people).
i -yes

0-no

Attitudes toward maintenance or shift:

6.6 N-EiT parents' attitudes toward maintenance of
INIEHT.L-L particular domains of use or complete
to English

Clylyes
0-no

child's
shift

6.7 giff pavents' attitudes toward their children's learning
of the i--,FEZIT language

yes
0-no

6.6 1

6.7_ 1

6.8 Children's own attitudes regarding the second language 6.8
they are learning and the speakers of that language
yes

0-no

If not included in survey how were parental and/or
community attitudes toward N- IT maintenance
determined?
1-will not be assessed

ill be assessed, method not specified
3-has been or will be assessed by method other than
sociolinguistic survey (specify how)

*2-tared interviews & through Parent Advisory Council

4,v /0

IP, p.41

1

6.9_2

6.10 1-After sociolinguistic survey. is made, how does it influence 6.10_ 1
program? (specify) (e.g. transfer or maintenance instructional
programs)

0-not mentioned

7.0 STAFF SELECTION

Resulted in the establishment of curriculum
committee to develop A-V culturally oriented
curriculum materials

7.1 Linguietic background of project teachers, by number in each category:
(indicate non - English language in each box)

Language dominance not specified
)C_Mother tongue not specified

_X,not specified whether monolingual

Cont. 71

A.4konolinual B-Bilinual
Al E Dom.

NEMT

II ,E Dom
& 1 Bilin- ENT
gual E Dom.

Specialist WENT

IN= N=9 ,Navajo

9 Anglo
:

or bilingual

A Total HuMber
Monolingual

1 Eng speaking
each class 1 bilingual

B Total Number
Bilingual

Total Number
of Teachers

------18- Feb. '71 (March 13) Progress
p.2 Cont 71, p.1 -

(if any info
specified,
heading and
rest of the

rmation is not
cross out that
complete the
chart) .

7.1
I A

No.

I B _50
II A S?.

II B
III. A

111 B

A 9
B
N 18

50
s:C1

Report
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7.2 Linguistic background of project aides or oaraprofessionals by number:

(If any information is not
specified, cross out
heading and complete
rest of the chart)

(indicate non-Erglish language in each bx:)

1 X Language dominance not specified
D.10,Audit? X Mother tongue not specified
70 3 X Not specified whether monolingual or bilingual

X-ercox
Copy 6

A Monolingual B Bilingual
7.2 No.

that
the

/0

no aides'in
. project
because.
Navajos are
"teachi
internes 7
"Team Teaching
with 'los

IHN-E

I

I

Dom
N-EMT

E Dom

E Dom

Ntmler

I A
I B
II A
II B
II A
111E

1 A
B

N
OMPRNINNO

B Total Number
Bilingual

N Total Number
of aides or
paraprofessionals

whil
working Monolingual

toward
certification
xejto, 7.3 Lan used by bilingual teachers:

Mark all that apply)

1-Bilingual teachers teach in only one language

la-Bilingual teachers who teach in only one language teach in their

dominant language, whether that is their native or second language.

7.3
1 teacher in Navajo
1 in English

o

Bilingual teachers who teach in only one language teach in their

native language:
1b-only if native language is also their-dominant language

1e-even if native language is not their dominant language

not specified

2-Bilingual teachers teach in both their native and second language,
regardless of which is their dominant language.

0-language(s)used by teachers not specified
program (teaching

7.4 Language(s) used by bilingual
(Nark all that apply)

1-Bilingual aides instruct in only one language
1a- Bilingual aides who instruct in only one language teach in

their dominant language, whether or not it is their native language.
:7.1ingualFI77Trho instruct in only ono lang. teach in'their native lang,:

111-only if native language is cameo their dominant lz.ngu-Ee

10,,,wn if native language is not their dominant language

1-0 not specified

2-Bilingual aides instruct in both their .native and second language,

regardless of which is their dominant language.

internes)
7.4 h..4,

probabl y 6



Iroject
because
Navajos are
"teachi
internes --
"Team Teaching
with Am:los
whil
working
toward
certificatio

LE Dom
EMT

I E Dom
N Iii iT

Number
Monolingual

N Total Number

B Total Number of aides or

Bilingual paraprofessionals

7.3 Language(s) used by bilingual teachers:
)( EP 6 .Y

cell 4
(Mark all that apply)

1-Bilingual teachers teach in only one language

A'

B

7.3 -.0

1 teacher in Navajo
1 in English

la-Bilingual teachers who teach in only one language teach in their
dominant language, whether that is their native or second language.

Bilingual teachers who teach in only one language tea.611 .14 their

native language:
1b-only if native language is also their dominant language

1c-even if native language is not their dominant language

not specified;

2-Bilingual teachers teach in both'their native and second language2

regardless of which is their dominant language.

0-language(s)used by teachers not specified
(teaching internes)

probaok./ , 16

program
7.4 Lan

CHark all that apply

1- Bilingual aides instruct in only one language
la-Bilingual aides who instruct in only one language teach in

their dominant language2 whether or not it is their native language.
ningun1-7177sTrho instruct in only one lanc. teach in their native lang.

lb -only if nativo 1Lnguago is lc° their dcninant 1-azu-e
10-v,n if nntivo language is not their dominant language
1-0 not specified

2-Bilingual aides instruct in both their native and second language,

regardless of which is their dominant language.
program

0-language(s) used by bilingual not specified

7.5 Cultural affiliation of teachers aide ro. act director and evaluators by

number and percent (hark all that apply) Specify cultural affiliation.

A. Teachers No. % B. Aides No. % C. Proj. Director D. Evaluator(s)No. %

Anglo 9 50 none

(teachi Navajo 9 50,

internesng)

itnglo to 2 100

0-not specified

IP, p.48, "Coordinator of Indian Education" to administer the many programs de-
signed for public schools to meet the educa. needs of its Indian students.



Staff Development. Due to the un.vailability of state certificated teachers

who speak Navajo, it was necessary to hire n.on-certificated Navajos and

place them with certificated Anglos as teacher aides, assistant teachers, or

intern teachers for the first year of operation. Workshops for in-service

training were created to work with bilingual ed7Iratirs°1 ''ethods and materials

and team teaching procedures. Subsequently, a proposal ha.s been submitted

and funded for a Career Opportunities Program, within the district. Through

this. program the non-cetrtifited people, all of whom will qualify, will be

able to complete degrea as well as certification requirements.

While in-service gaining is essential to work with some elements of

bilingual education, many of the teaching skills required are covered under

the performance crittria developed for the education classes in the Career

Opportunity Program. The Career Opportunity Program, therefore, will

be used extensively in. the development of staff.

The workshop experiences will consist of a three day summer program,

to be held in August, in witricli_the teachers directly involved in the bilingual

prograin will review the successes and_failures of the preceding year, review

innovations in the field, plan for the coming year, and modify and create mat-

erials and procedures as time X11 per 't. Shortly after the beginning of the

1970-71 schM1 year a weekend workshop wilrbe held. The timing on this

workshop is deliberate so as torneet with the teachers after they have met

the students and have identified some ofthe problems of the' yea4s activities.

Following an evaluation of the program in November, 1970, and in February,

1971, weekend workshops will belield to review progress and make appropri-

ate modifications to ensure the ackievement the objectives. The bulk of

e on-going teacher trebling, however, wiVitm (handled in cooperation with

the,,Brigham Young Univettsity personnel throilth the Career Opportunity Pro-



Team Teaching in Bilingual Classrooms. At the time of this writing

no empirical data have been collected which can be used for comparison

purposes. The basic evaluation dealgn is a pre-test/post-test control-

experimental design and conly the pre-testing has been completed_ The follow-

ing progress report, thervefore, is sed on subjective observation. The

teachers for the bilingual classrooms had an opportunity to become acquainted

with each other and to pia= for their classes before the opening of school.

They had spent two days with the children in their respective classrooms prior

to the workshop experience. In preparation for the, workshop the teachers were

assigned .the following objectives:

L Become acquainted with each student in her class by:

A. Learning the name of each child in the class and being able to
associate the nanae -with the person. /

B. Having held a private conference with each child and having
demonstrated that She is beginning to build a positive relation-
shipwith the child_ Thee latter will be accomplished by doing
something for the child to show that the teacher cares for him.

C. Determinin.g which of the children should be taught principally
in the Navajo language and which should be taught in the English
-language.

U. Become acquainted with the desired curriculum and the necessary
and available materials within her own classroom by:

A. Tentatively identifying the broad objectives to be reached during
the year and by haviing formulated broad plans for achieving the
objectives.

B. Having identified, collected and brought to the workshop pertinent
cUrriculum materials which relate to Navajo -Anglo bilingual edu-
cation..

EL 1 Become acquainted with ways to build parent-teacher relationships by:

A. Having identified in writing one activity that can be conducted with
a group of parents for the purpose of building parent-teacher relation-
ships-

B. Having identified iTxwriting at least two things she will do with each
parent individually to build parent-teacher relationships.



7.6 Selection of N-.E.'41.:teachers.. from. local coAnunity

.b-not specified
Number of program teachers from local community
and. % 50t... of total teachers.

7.7 Number and Proportion of teachers and aides of same

P141Fal Ilac:larcIPPdaWg1. students
indicate .specific percent on the blanh, or

if specified descriptively,
1 -few

41'=-- teachers
2-some

B = aides
3-many
4-most
5-more than half
0-not specified

pace. 7
/0

__525

7,6 No

7.7

B

7.8' Teacher Qualifications - Training prior to project

(Indicate number of teachers with each qualification, 7..8.
17

if given) lb

jo.

no.'s

9
9

n.s.-qualifications not spcified
0-previdus courses not specified

1._:teacher must meet a specified level of language proficiency on a

standardized proficiency test of the nonEnglish language through

which (s)he will instruct
2.___ teacher must meet a specified level of commuhicative competence in

the non-English language determined by a structured interview

3. __.previous teaching through DI-EMT (in country where it is a native

language, in Peace Corps)

4........_Previous teaching in local area
5.,_L_courses in /1-EaT language structure and usage

6._courses in N-E literature
(e,g. Social Studies) courses learned through N--ENT

8. any previous education through N-RIT
a courses in teaching ESL
10. ___courses in methods of teaching N-LIIT language

11._____courses in methods of teaching content (e.g. math)in N-ENT

12.certification in ESL
13.____certification in teaching N-EHT

14.______CrOss cultural courses

15...____courses in the cultural heritage, values, deep culture of N-EHT

16....:___other qualifications, specify

17 -X -- license required or wg towards certification & degree

8.0 STAFF 'DEVELOPIENT .5e. A e du) 44-

0-No staff training mentioned
8:.1 The.prolectLisofferipatrainipajor teachers . A. For 0. For4pa-

ancljorra:uof9ssion,P4P iaaeflocilag?s
(mark all that apply) Arlgres :& Raiajoteacher-.

certified internes(uncerti-
fled)

8.1A 2,3,4,5
0. 1,2,4,5

n.s.-Training indicated, but nature not specified
CaEnglish as their second language ...;_____e_._______

The teaching of English as a second language
I as their second language '

. _ ._.....

, The teaching of X as a second language



47most
5-more than half
0-not specified

7.8- Teacher._ alification
no.'ss - Training prior to project

(Indicate number of teachers with each qualification,-7-8.. 17 IL__
if given) 9

n.s.- qualifications not spcified
0-previous courses not specified

1. _teacher must meet a specified level of language proficiency'on a

standardized proficiency test of the non-English language through

-which (s)he will instruct
2._:teacher must meet a specifies level of communicative competence in

the non-English language determined by a structured.. interview

3.____previous teaching through N -BIT (in country where it is a native

language, in Peace Corps)
teaching in local area

5.__ceurses in N- IT language structure and usage

6. :courses in N-E literature
7.___content (e.g. Social Studies) courses learned through N- -EMT

&..___ any previous education through
9.___courses in teaching ESL
10.L_courses in methods of teaching N-EHT language
11..._ __courses in methods of teaching content (e.g. math) in N- NT

12. certification in ESL
13.:certification in 'Leaching N-EHT
14._ cross cultural courses.
15,____courses la the cultural heritage, values, deep culture of N-&IT

16..___other qualifications, specify

17--X--license required or V

8 .1 A

towards certification & degree

ME8.0 STAFF DEVELOPNT .5e.e VelcoV 4 2)3.,4,5

0-No staff training mentioned
Thepyolect_is offerillsCtraining_for_teachers A. For C. For.Pawe-.
andlor2E1rq11.rPfcPPj-911Alq-41-qief.91)-TiA:Tpachers iallaak),E.19A.ag:s
(mark all that apply) IbsAc navajciteacher-

n.s.-Training indicated, but nature not specified._
CD-English as their second language

liThe teaching of English as a second languaga,____
'c. as their second language________________
The teaching of X as a second language____
'Methods of teaching other academic subjects
-Hethods of teaching other academic subjects
in X language -__________________

certified internes(uncerti-
fied)

I 1 3 4 7 8,9,10
e)..2 Stated rmals of teacher training are: 8.2 II NS Students

-I N-EMT II ENT
(1)Understanding of- socio- cultural values .. and practices of . ')(

2-CrossrculturalAraining
Sensitivity to ethnocentricism and linguistic shobber0 , /..

wareness 0 the social- emotional development of.8L 1.

,

__X
5-Strategies for accomodatingthe different learning

styles cr.r.

-43trategies for cognitive 'development of
Strategies for reinforcing the self-esteem of __X-
Methods of cross-culturai teaching or teaching the.
icUltural component ___.X._

brmulation of pupil performance objectives . __X-
MethOds of evaluation of -pupil performance objectives __X-
.list specific courses.if-given (or'Xerox-. and attach)



8.3 NtIhodsiInlidiLng: (Mark all that apply)

CD-courses
2-experiential, teaching supervised by master teacher

ci)

workshops where teachers offer suggestions to each other

use of video-tapes of teachersfor-feedback on how they are doing

5-cross-cultural sensitivity' training, t-groups
6-interactionanalysis (e.g. Flanders system)
,7-.other (specify)

ba-adney- ; rrkrrm
8.4 Project provides released time to teachers and 4a-r-apr,-GSPaeiti-

aIs for jointlesson_planninz: Clzy0) 0-: not mentioned

8.5 Project provides for :4t?-;,:Laa.f-e.e.:+1%;n-^61-:"riVto receive course credit

toward eventual certification:(gyeD 0-not mentioned

How? (specify).

8.6 Paraorofessional's role:

teaching whole class
caching small groups
toring individually

4-clerical
5-contributing to bi3ultural
how ?
iaison with parents

8.7 Training for project tpache-
(mark all that apply)

0 -not specified
University faculty

. 2-project's 'Eaeter Teachers
3-project's teachers
4 -other (specify)

component

page 8

8.3 1,3

8.4 1

8.5 1

8.6 1,2,3,6

gl9Palls ilL.giv.ga....44: 8.7 A
B for aides B__ 1

andpara-orof_u_
A for, teachers

8.8 Number and Proportion of personnel giving_teacher training who

Mg:
1-bilingual
2-bicultural
3-N-EW (specify background

8.9 Training_is Iprovided)
eaduring a summer session
uring the academic year

3-other (specify)

8.10 Extent of training:
B (indicate no. of hours)

A 1- approximately equivalent to a 5 _______weehly

college course y

2-lore than one course 30 hrs/yr. bi--monthly

-less than one course 9 semes er rs per semester plus 12
4-other (specify) ...

semester hrs during summer
no. %

8.11 Number.and_Proortion_of teachers attending training: 8.11

or: if specified descriptively, indicate:

no. A,

8.81 9 2,0
2 -100
3-9- -100

8.9

8. 3.0
b. NS
6

7



,kt ax in er ., i.,4er %,..5

8.5 Prolect Provides for :.1.,;;-e..i-e-e...ai-erTer-le- to receive course credit 8.5
toward eventual certification:C-Tei) 0-not mentioned
How? (specify)

---nr4E--hanl,--Y-4A415--1.1-,r

8.6 Paraprofessional's role:

teaching whole class
caching small groups
toring individually

4-clerical
5-contributing to bi;ultural component
how ?
iaison with.parents

8.E 1,2,3,6

8.7 Training for Project teachus, andparacrofgaPioPPJA:.if Zivell by.: 8.7 A 1_
, (mark all that apply) A for teachers B for aides
0-not specified

(1)University faculty
2-project's Master Teachers
3-project's teachers

4-other (specify)
no. %

8.8 Number and Proportion of personnel giying_teacher trainingwho 8.81.9. 10.
are : 21g .L. 4-00'

1-bilingual 3-9.--' -zoo
2-bicultural
3-N7EMT.(specify background)

8.9 Traiping_is.pxoyided: 8.9 __Ira_

24uring the academic year
during a summer session

3-other (specify)

8.10 Extent of training: 8.10
B (indicate no, of hours) Nfi

Al-approximately equivalent to a 5 weekly 6

7

-less than one course
30 hrs/yr.

6 monthly
bi-mon

college course

912-lore than one course
9 semestr hrs per semester plus 12

4-other (specify) semester hrs during summer
no. %

928.11 Number and Proportion of teachers attending.. training:
or if specified descriptively, indicate:

0-not specified 6 -most

1 -100% 7-many
2-more than 75% 8-few

3-50-74% 9-other (specify) 13 of 14 teachers
4-25750c/;

5 -1 -24

8.11
--9r

9.0 TEACHERS' ATTITUDES

9.1 Teachers'attitudes are assessed: (Mark all that apply) 9.1 A414a -...

0-not mentioned
'p .41 1-to N-]1T language or dialect

2-to N-EMT students - expectations of achievement
3-to li7;.EreiT culture

prior to participation in bilingual project
after project training

t36-
fter participation for a period of time in project

7-through a questionnaire ..-.,

8-other (specify)

(D-orally IP, pp.41,42



10.0 STAFF PATTEJTS

10.1 Staff pe:ts; (marL all
0-not specified
(D.-team teaching

2-cluster teaching
3-shared resource teacher
4-other (specify)

pace 9

that apply)10.2 10.1 1
1- bilingual teacher

2-_SL teacher 10.2 1 or 1 Anglo.-
3-bilingual coordinator 1 Navajo team
4-aides or paraprofessionals
5- consultant psychotherapist

or guidance counselor
6-other (specify)

10.3 verge number ...of Pupils 2er,...c1171ps.:

0-not specified

10.4 Ave3:are number. aides 21.7 -0a.raprofessionaqs class
0-not specified

10.5 Avg7c.A.g.g..12.1.4.1:0g11..91.11-IiiT__Qr.._.bilingilaL:aicies (or Para
Ecofessi one.;

0-not specified

10.6
is livens

1-individually
(Z)in small groups
0-not specified

by: teacher

4-special remedial teacher

paraprofessional)Anetuiier irri-ern
-Parent tutor

7-older student tutor
8-peer tutor
9-not specified
10-no special help given

10.3 20_

10.4.

10.5

10.6 2 ,

11.0 INSTRUCTIONAL COMPONENT DIMATION AND EXTENT OF BILINGUAL COMPONENT

11.1 Duration of Bilingual Education (policy) I II

language_will be mAintaineclin brograq:
(snarl: all that appli)

0-not specified hew long
1-as the alternative language of learning
for as long at desired

(Das the medium of instruction for special
subject matter (e.g. cultural heritage)
only for the length of time necessary for
the acquisition of sufficient aglish to
permit learning of acadeMic content at an
acceptable leVel in English

DON E

NEMT ENT BENT

II

E IjOi

11.1 I

11.2 I.ou manyyears does project state is op..t_ixaa.1. f.oF, instruction 11.2
for. Erpnp P.7-744T lanauags_ to continue?

0-not mentioned
if for a partic ar.number of year7.1.

1 2 3 4 5 ( 7 8 9 10 11

See erox. 18 1:3



10.4 Averavenumberofzlides_orDaraprofespionals.per.olass: 10.4 1
0-not specified

10.5 i 1-i no:a 1 1 (at. ;lam_ 10.5.A.Y.PTa.g.P.1.21.1-Xilb.ex.....Q.S.11:7-.F.Las..z1

2:17,SgeP..09)44P/_2PX
0-not specified

10.6 aecial aide to 22411-)P. hav inmost difficulty in learning 10.6 2 ..54
is even:

1-individually
Z)in small groups
0-not specified

by:(teacher
4-special. remedial teacher
c4,araprofessional) +(Ladner ;,r4-/-1-ern
-parent tutor

7-older student tutor
8-peer tutor
9-not specified
10-no special help given

11.0 INSTI1UC'TIONAL COII3ONENT DEIATION idM EXTENT OF BILINGUAL COMPONENT

11.1 Duration of Bilingual Education (policy)

(mark all that apply)
0-not specified how long
1-as the alternative language of learning

for as long as desired
(Das the medium of instruction for special

subject matter (e.g. cultural heritage)
only for the length of time necessary for
the acquisition of sufficient English to
permit learning of academic content at an
acceptable level in English

I II

JE DOi 2 OOil

NEDIT EIiT PEAT

11.2 Ilow many years does .proj ect, state is optimal for instruction
folr lanrfuage to continue?

0-not mentioned
if for a partic ar number of year:,.:. see Xerox 1$ 1:3
1 2' 3 4 5 6 7 C S 10 11

11.1 I

II

II1
--

11.2

(if specified in terms of a condition, please state it -

e.g. "if a child begins learning in IT-DIT and English in Pre K,,
N-ElIT instruction should continue through high-school")

CUltural Heritage 'Navajo lang. will be Offered in H.S. only for English
speaking kids ,cultural heritage (projected) for both Navajo & Anglo in Navajo.
"English is a content subject to be mastered.

Duration of Bilingual Education (in practice) (Hark all that apply)

11.3 Second laxuage learning is ...introduced in which grade: 11.3 I-121-......&. 31-15

code: 0= N.A. (if no MIT) 15 : individualized II"_-"
13-- 14= ik

N.A. Pre-K K 1 2 3 4 6- 7 .$ 9 10 11 12
1

for each group
I II-E DOM

II E DOLL

DOWNEMT
*3(11.0)--" individualized learning sequence adapted to the needs
child. For some, the instructional lang. initially will be English
others it will be Navajo only, for others it will be a combination.
planned that this will change individually for each student so that
all instruction will be in English. " IP,' p.1

of each
only, for
It is
eventually



veJ'i1a1J Ir.

54-seU-CHO'r)cld 4.?C- raY1-Th

Project Objectives

The major objectives of the project fall into four general categories and
have been stated behaviorally in the project proposal. The first objective was
to provide instruction in all. subject matter areas in the language the child under-
stands best in order to prevent retardation in academic areas, while the student
learns the language of the unfamiliar culture, The second objective was to

build a positive self-image of all children enrolled in the project school
by providing lessons concerning the heritage of the Navajo people and develop-
ing a bicultural approach to education in which the teachers furnish models of
successful cultural syntheses. The third objective was to develop closer
communication and mutual understanding between parents and teachers,
especially if teachers and parents were of different cultures. The fourth
objective was the development of a'curriculum which reflects the needs of .a
people with a rich cultural heritage who are forced to make accommodations
to the economics of another culture.' The development of techniques and
materials to be used in the zlassroom was a part of this objective.



.11.4.11v clgrent, Y)rPle.Pt3d-111,.@
)_.w:x.1.....A_fiktpxp.DJJ.J_nc,,,T.riogran.at the indicated: rrade leyel,:, .(i4dic..ate specific, grade)

00 0 not ,,rado,, ,
code: (if no ELIT)mostiVi-orreel. 1,3 . .,...6 7-9 10-12 13-0611hreI :::-.11 DWI specified

..,..,

II 2-'.W. - El:T
-iii -1::-DOWNEidT., ):

page 10

14 Voc .
training
L.

_Q..

code; 13---Co liege or University (Other professional. training) 11.4 I .4,6_14=Federal, State, or Private Vocational Job training 12
.7..9._

11.5 Second language_ learning f
projected..th?.-ough. grade:

00 if 0 not grades
code: no EI.IT specified 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10II ari

II N-id iT/E Dora

11.6 LearniAg_in their native language for Non-.ar-liskdoin.inant.students is orjected tlZouh made:
0=not specified/Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 7& 3 10 11 12

11

11.5 12...22_

a class In
12 the Navajo
x. lang. will

be added in
the H.S.

11.6

11.7 The amount of instructional time in and through their native languageper day for 1:1-Eti.T students rho is: 30 -75 min/day in Eng.
(formal study) dependingcode: C=not specified rFmath s = science ss = social studies on grade

IP,p.15
11.9

of time per day of
instructieD, "'"

11.7
Ian. per day Total Min. per
of instruction day of any
tbrouzb.

Frei(

11.8
Subjects taught
in native lang.

i.--
4
5 :..

7
8

10
11' ii
12

.

.1.

_;..:.iii, _

I.. .......
......... ..... ........ ........

5
!,6

.

! . 0.. .1
.., 1'1

_. ..12,

.....
. ............

11.10 The amount of .instructional time in and through their native languagefor 'N-EilT students who are aglish dominant isi
code: 0 = not specified

11.10
per day

= not applicable, no 11-ElIT, E dom studentsinf)
11.11
Subjects taughtTotal 'San. per

11.12
% of time Der dav of



11.5 Second langnsgs dcAiTkant .studey.ts..
projected th ough grads:

00 if 0 not grades
no Fla specified 1. 2 3 4. 5 & 7 8 9 10cock::

II D'IT

Iii N-airil3.-3 Dom
___- - -

11.5

a class in
the Navajo
lane. will
be added in
the H.S.

11 12

11.6 Lea2.-ning in their native lancraags for dominant 11.6
students is z.rojected _thyour,h made:

CPnot specified/Grade 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 10 11 12

11.7 The amount of instructional t. ,sae in and through their .:.native language
per .lay for .1.1-EiZT students lif_7.f3 are N-E dominant is: 75 min /day in Eng.

(formal study) depending
code: C=not specified liFaath s = science ss = social studies on grade

11.7
iiin. per day Total iiin. per
rzLLiVrriritii jzoLrorn____

PreiC

1 25o
2 156 3.QQ.
3 I-

11.8
Subjects taught
in native lang.

IP, p.15
11.9
% of time per day of

instructich

Floe.

4
5.... 5 .....
6 *6

7
8;
i..i.._......... .....

10
.4- i

10 ... . .

12 12.... ...

11.10 The amount of instructional time in and through their native language
for H -MIT students who are English dominant is:

code: 0 = not specified = not applicable, no N-EHT, E don. students
inf)

11.10
iiin. per day Total iiin. per
of instruction day of any

11.11 11.12
Subjects taught % of time per day of
in native lang. instruction

PreN.
1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

10
11
12

- a. , .......
......

......,.i.AstrIkotion.

1

...................
.........

. , . . ..

t1r nil N-71 iT
Pre K
1

R. ,.....
3

4
.......

7
8

./. ............
10
11
12



11.13 1 -Pro-<=7.ip - only non -- English iioth e._ Tonguestne, /1-MIT-English. doablant)- Englfsh
iiotl .e strZents do not receive .:sinstruction in
a second ...').iPrtiguagt...

0-no lIoth. tongue students

2-Instructon *J.7= all students in., both. languages
11.14 The amo=t :.f'instr.m.ctional time in and through their second language

for pupidswho are .native speakers of English is

pacm 11

11.13 _2 way

code: 0 =

varl.e.z.,-

11.14
iiin. per da7

of instruction

Preli L

100-.....
2 150
3

4
5

6

7
8

2eciffied, N.A. = not applicable, no English UT students
vith Thdividual needs of students

1:1.15 11.16
of time per day

of .instruc ti on

through

... C5'"

..........

Total rain. per

day- of any

instruction
-306
010-

*0-0

Subjects taught
in naive lang.

second
Oral Lang.

[Lark ileacling-,111

:S ,SS, Reading i 2 50-L60
,..3

, 5!

i 6

. ; ;8
, 1 .c10 10

11 1.

12

1

11

' 12

11.17 Nixed. or .separate..lengua.ze_ usage teacher ,aykdjor. aide 11.17 _2,5._
in the classroom (Yaarl: all that apply)

0-not specified

1-languages are never mixed by either the teacher, aide or the
pupil in any one class period; only one language is used.
he second language is used exclusively by the teacher,aide

and pupils during at least one portion of the school day.
3-the teacher uses one language exclusively within a class period;
pupils .are allowed to use either. native cr second language.

4-the teacher uses only one language; however, the aide or para-
professional uses another during the sane class period; students
may use either. _

e)the teacher reinforces any Conversation initiated. by the child
through the use of whichever 'language the child has used at the tine.

6-constant switching from one language to another. by teacher during
lesson..

rhtmPfTi2,-- user English:and the paraprofronal then .-translates
the -teriTil. for N-EI.

-othear:- (atariza). .

12.0 liETHODS OFEZCOND LANECIAGE T ;111 TN



-- ,....... ,e ...1r1, .,.....,J. ......... 0,..-,i 1...,Jt2L,... ,..........6..,

of instruotion day of any in -.a@A.4.--ve lang. of instruction
throw .la N-mil instruction second throucia N-Z.:T

PreK I._ .. _50: .... 300
.............. ... .......... ..... ...... ...

,brai Lepa.. .T.re. K (1-5.
1 100 AO' 11arz :Readik ,..:11.' 11 5-'-itb

.

2 150 C1-0 ;55 : 6.6.din,_,;-.: i 2 ......

3 ,.3

4 ; 4
5 .5
6 6i

7
0 i 87t
(1

10

11

12

e-

......
10
11
12

......

11.17 Mixed o_.1"PepaNAtP1P-Pfu41.g.P.P.All.PY.:aPV.0??4cle. 11.17
in the classroom (mar!: all that apply)

0-not specified
1-languages are never aixed by either the teacher, aide or the
pupil in any one class period; only one language is used.'
ethe second language is used exclusively by the teacher,aide
and pupils during. at least .one portion of the school day.

3-the teacher uses .one language exclusively within a class period;
pupils:are allowed to use either native or second language.

4-the teacher uses only one language; however, the aide or para-
professional uses another during the same class period; students
may use either.
the teacher reinforces any conversation initiated by the child
through the use of whichever language the child has used at the time.

6-constant switching from one language to another by teacher during
lesson.

7-the teacher uses Eng]ish and the paraprofessional then translates
the sane material for N-FLIT pupils.

8-other .(summarize)

12.0 METHODS OF SECOND LANGUAGE TEACHING

(1.1.a.: all that apply; some projects may use a combination
of methods)

udipTlingua1 habit shills or behavioral approach. Epphasis
on communication.. Includes contrastive analysis of sounds
(units) in both languages by teacher and students, student
repitition.of tapes and/or fluent teachersl.model sentence
patterns until responses are autamatic. Structural drills and
dialogues are systematically presented. Includes direct as-
sociation between object and word in second. language in a
sequence of patterns learned in complete sentences. Inductive-

generalizations drawn from examples.

2 TraPsforEaa:0-Png:c9grlitj-Y1e PRPPP2ch
Acouiring an understanding. of the structural patterns or
gramaatical rules of a language.
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Sinductive -gerte..mtiv't_ zip:prow:11: through listening to communication,
perhaps of peers And atte4110ing the new la/lg....ago in -situations which
call for the 5tr:nt 51,AfTete sentences - test his understanding.
(the ni,:L.,_ve language is acquired)

IneludiJ:; direct 914scei;4ion between object, picture or action and
word in sEleond

2b-- d ;ductive - tbe cogni+Ive code approach; through initial formal
12.1dy and ana-i-ois of g-...mmatical- structures, then applying them through

c:aaples, i. answering questions, or transforaing affirmative sentences
negative rieclartUve to interrogative, active to passive.

:.Translatioa 11e-byLoci

6:6udy of rules of and translation from first language
secoli. Emphasis on reading in second language rather than using
for oral communication.

13.0 DOMJAVI AND SECOND LANGUAGE SKILLS SEQUENCE

AL fl Language Skills Seltk:nce
(.Audiolingual hethod; listening, speaking, reading and writing)

i II
Non Eng dom. Eng dam

studentstudents
A in don B in A in dom B in

secondlang lang second
lang lang

0 = not specified

(Use not applicable (n.e.) if project has no Eng. dom. students)

13.1 Second language listening-speaking
shills are learned;

1-concurrently with domiaaat lanuaEe
listening-speaking skills
fter a specified level of compe-
tency achieved in listening-speaking
skills in :foninant lan:uage X

3-a specified period of time after
listening-sF,3aLing skills in doninant
language taught

4-before any specified level of lis-
tening-speang competence achieved
in cc:Lnant lanoaaL;e

13.2 AU onquence followed
Listering-scakip proficiency
precedLis illocar,tion of reading

2- Leading is laugLL concurrently
with listening - speaking skills

3-Learning to read overlaps learning
of listening-speaking shills

4-There is some overlap between
leara:j.ng to read and to write

13.3 Listening-speaking proficiency

X

13.1 IB
IIB 2

13.2
IB.

13.3



j_nLel-TOZ

-C Translato,
6:.ady of rules of grammar and translation from first language

secoii. Emphasis on reading in second language rather than using
for oral communication.

13.0 Dommerer :_rp SECOND LLYGUAGE SKILLS SEQUENCE

-L. fl Language Skills So/L4,:nce

( 'lLIdiolingual Hethod: listening, speaking, reading and writing)

Non Eng dom Eng dom
students students

A in dom B inA in don .3 in
lang second lang second

lang lang

0 = not specified
(Use not applicable (n.a.) if project has no Eng. dom. students)

13.1 Second language listening-speahing
shills are learned:

1-concurrently with fi.or.linant lan:;uage

listening-speaking shills
Ofter a specified level of compe-
tency achieved in listening - speaking
skills in '.olainant. 1an7uage

.3-a specified period of time after
listening-El-aching skills in dmincnt
language taught

.4-before any level of lis-
tening-speang conpetence achieved
in c.cinarit lanLuac;e

13.2 ALE sequence; followed:
Listeringoakin:i. proficiency
precedLis in ocil:,tion of reading

2- :Leading is concurrently
with listening - speaking skills

3-Learning to read overlaps learning
of listening-speahing skills

4-There is some overlap 'between
learr..ng to read and to writ.7,

13.3 Listening-spbahing proficiency
determined ':;y:

leasure of listening-speaking
proficiency

(2}informal assessment by toachgr

13.4 Second language reading skill;
are learned:

1-concurrently with learning to read
in 'deMinant langut..ge

2-after a specifies level of dominant
Language reading competence
achievement

3-a specified period of time after
arninc, to read in dominant 3anguage

(e.g. 8. specific grade)

4-before learning to read InZ.rAdnant

language

5-not taught in Navajo

X

x

13.1 IB
IIB 2

13.2 IA )

IB
IIA -L

13.3
1,2_

X X NA IIB NS

13.4.
Reading in Navajo not taught

NA NA



13.5 eading is introduced:
individually, when child is ready

o at a specific time during grade:
1

2

3

Non Eng dom
students
A B

dom second

lang lang

reading & writing

13.6 reading readiness is determined by:
test of reading readiness

2-informal teacher assessment

13.7 Grade level reading is expected:
in first grade

2-in second grade
3-in third grade
4-in fourth grade
5-in fifth grade
6-in sixth grade
7-other (specify)

13.8 Grade level academic achievement (math, science, etc.) in the

SECOND language is expected:
1-in the first grade 1 1
2-second grade 2 2

3-third grade 3 3
4-fourth grade 4 4
5-fifth grade 5 5

6-sixth grade 6 6

7-other (specify)

achieve equal to or surpass control group
14.0 INTEGRATION OF SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING WITH OTHER LEARNING:

Ozark all that apply)

NA

page 13
II

Eng dom
students
A.
dom second
lang lang

not taught in Navajo

1M1111;

I = N-E II= E
dom. dom

students students

1- Second language learning is only a-sep-

arate .subject stu-

dents; the second language is not used

as a medium of instruction for other

subjects.

-4-Second language learning-is tert!,a sep-

arate subject 41.4ael.-4-1-se-a-litetWevr-of

iilet-FWA:en-fov-ether-slabe44.

3rSecond. languagelearningis always in-
tegrated with.thelearning of.00urse

13.6 IA__11\41

13.7 IA

13.8 IB 1
IIB___1

14.0 I
II 1



13.6 Reading readiness is determined by
iGtest of reading readiness 13.6 IA__ NA
2-informal teacher assessment

13.7 Grade level-reading is expected:
(19-in first grade prz,first_i
2-in second grade _z_. _.2..

3-in third grade
.3... 3-

4-in fourth grade 4
5-in fifth grade ,5_

_4._
. --5-

6-in sixth grade _fi._ _E.
7 -other (specify)

13.;7 Ii '11A

IB 4
IIA_____1__

IIB NA

13.8 Grade level academic achievement (math9 sciences etc.) in the 13.8.IB
SECOND language is expected: IIB 1

achieve equal to or surpass control group
14.0 INTEGRATION OF SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING WITH OTHER LEARNING: 14.0 I i

(mark all that apply) II 1---

1-in the first grade 1 1.

2-second grade 2 2
3-third grade 3 3
4-fourth grade 4 4
5-fifth grade 5 5
6-sixth grade 6 6
7-other (specify)

1-Second language learning is only a sep-
arate subject for Znekilhereei.Ang stu-
dents; the second language is not used
as a.medium of instruction for other
subjects.

-4-Scoond language learning is teythra sep-
arate subject 4a.ald-a.1-se-&-med!.;zrarr-of

4wt,j2en-fov-ethe3 -ettbj.ee1e.

3-Second language learning is always in-
tegrated with the learning of oourse
content (such as social studies) or as
a medium of cognitive development.

4-Academic content taught in the native
language is used as the referential
content of second language learning
(the same concept taught in the native
language is taught in the second
language).

5- Different academic content is taught
in the second language from that which
is taught in the native language.

0-not specified

6 -ether (specify)

I= Td =E II= E
dom dom
students students

X X

40



15.0 TREATIENT OF CHILD'S LANGUAGE:

page 14

I II

ng. dom.

1

Non E
1.0 IA

0Eng. dom. IB
students student IIA 2

A
.1 -in don. B 2nd A B 2nd IIB NA

lang. lang. ng. lang.

1-The child's language is respected.
It is not corrected, rather, all
of the child's speech is accepted.
However, the teacher provides a
model of the standard language
aiming toward child's eventual
control of the standard form.

2-The child's language is corrected-
the teacher points out errors and
demonstrates the standard form.

3-Other (specify)

0-Not specified X 4 _I
IP '69, p.14 "Visual & auditory

16.0 MATERIALS
materials will be utilized to a
greater degree than reliance on

16.1. Reading Materials.:-Types the written word."
Reading Materials are: (mark all that apply)
1-Linguistically based

(Merrill or Miami Linguistic
readers, ITA 9 etc.) 16.1 IA__ T IIA IIB NA

2-Basal readers K X

3-Dialect readers

4-.Ter ience charts (stories
dictated by children) X NS X

16.2 If some reading material is in
the child's dialect, indicate how
long it is used:

1-Grade .1

2-Grade 2
3- Grade .3 on Audio tapes
4-Beyond Grade 3
0-not speCified

16.2 IA NA

16.1 IA 4
IB 2

IIA 2.14_
IIii NA IIB NA

16.3 The following are techniques and materials used for second language learning:
0-none specified
1-pattern drills X -X-
2-dialog memorization
3choral repetition X
4-songs X

-2.-5_progralamed instruction
6-Stories read to children X

-.X.-AUDIO VISUAL AIDES
r7-films, filmstrips X

nrr, -X-



2 -The; child's language is corrected-
the'teacher points out errors and
demonstrates the standard form.

3-Other (specify)

0-Not specified

16.0 MATERIALS

16.1 Reading Materials;-Types
Reading Materials are: (mark all that apply)
1-Linguistically based

(Merrill or Miami Linguistic
readers, ITA; etc.)

2-Basal readers

3-Dialect readers

4-Experience charts (stories
dictated by children)

16.1 IA

16.2 If some reading material is in
the child's dialects indicate how
long it is used:
1-Grade 1
2-Grade 2
3-Grade 3
4-Beyond Grade 3
0-not specified

X

16.2 IA NA

on Audio tapes

16.3 The following are techniques
0-none specified
1- pattern drills
2-dia]og memorization
3-choral repetition
4-songs
5_progromed instruction
6-Stories read to children

AUDIO VISUAL AIDES
'7-films, filmstrips

IP '69, p.14
materials will
greater degree
the written wo

NS

"Visual & auditory
be utilized to a
than reliance on

rd."

IIA IIB NA

X

16.1 IA 4
IB 2

IIA
NA IIB NA

and materials used for second language learning:

2L

X

,8-flannel or magnetic ooards
9-realia, graphic displays
10-records, tapes X
11-listening centers
12-multi-media approach 7

Experiential :
13-role playing

14- puppetry
15-experience charts
16-primary typewriter
17-learning through direct experience

with materials e.g. Montessori
18-activity centers-chosen by child
19-other (specify)

Learning outside the classroom:
20-field trips
21,7sUggested TV programs
22-,c;thur (specify)

'Indian stories, legends,!music, art & contributions
medicine

in such areas as agri-
culture & edicine will be solicited from all sources available &:screened by
local Indians. Effort will be made to have recordings, writings in the native
tongue, & photos of famous Indians available for student review after initial
study. -These activities will be used. as a focal point

student
..considerable

r0
cla:ssreon, CortVeV-Sockior\ and 9n30? "bni-erag.-It401 is Mama -So oral Eng . 41 p l 7

_X.-

x

X



16.4 The sources of Non-English materials and textbooks are:
(mark all that apply)
0-not specified

1-re written- by native speakers of that language
2-comme....ially prepared and published in countries where
N-E is the native language
eveloped by the project's own bilingual staff

developed by the staff of another bilingual project (specify which)
teveloped in conjenction with project parents
eveloped by or with members of N-EMT community

7-are culturally appropriate for N-E culture
(specify how this is determined)

8-are cross cultural
9-commercially prepared and published in the U.S.
10-are translations of U.S. texts
11 -are coordinated with materials used in the regular subject

curriculum
12-other (specify)
4 -Rough Rock Dem. School

16.5 The specific bilingual/bicultural materials used in the language 16.5 1
component are:
0-not specified
1-xerox att6.ched-page and document South WP ern Cooperative Educational

Laboratory, Inc., Albuquerque, N.M.
17.0 STUDENT GROUPING

page 15

7,,5,614
16.4

17.1 Student grouping; mixed or separated into dominant language 17.1 9
groups: (lark all that apply)
0-not specified

Pupils of both linguistic ...groups are:

1-always mixed for all learning IP 69, p.1
2-mixed for language learning
3-mixed for some academic subject learning
4-mixed for non-academic learning; art, music, gym, health
5-separated for native and second language learning into
dominant language groups

6-separated for most academic subject learning into dominant
language groups

7-never mixed for language or other academic learning
8-other (specify),

individualized instruction 3A17.2 tudents are grouped for language instruction: 17.2
(mark all that apply) A-more than -11 the time B Less than the time
0-not specified
1-total class
2-small groups (specify size)
3-individual instruction A

17.3 Criteria for grouping:.
0 -not specified

indivi duali zed learning
1-by age
2-by native language

I Non Eng
dom

Students
II Ehg dom

EMT

IIlEng dom
NNE



specify how this is determined)
8-are cross cultural
9-commercially prepared and published in the U.S.
10-are translations of U.S. texts
11-are coordinated with materials used in'the regular subject

curriculum
14-other (specify)
4 -Rough Rock Dem. School

16.5 The specific bilingual/bicultural materials used in the language 16.5 1
component are:
0-not specified
1-xerox attached -page and document South Wpv-tern Cooperative Educational

Laboratory, Inc., Albuquerque, N.N.
17.0 STI4ENT GROUPING

17.1 Student grouping; mixed or separated into dominant language 17.1 9
groups: (mark all that apply)
0-not specified
Pupils of both linguistic groups_are:
1-always mixed for all-learning IP 69, 1).1
2-mixed for language learning
3-mixed for some academic subject learning
4-mixed for non-academic learning; art, music, gym, health
5-separated for native and Ei?,cond language learning into
dominant language groups

6-separated for most academic subject learning into dominant
language groups

7-never mixed for language or other, academic learning
8-other (specify)

9 individualized instruction
17.2 students are grouped for language instruction:

(mark all that apply). Amore thani- the time B Less than the time
0-not specified '-

1-total class
2-small groups (specify size)
3-individual instruction A

17.3 Criteria for grouping: Students
0-not specified I Non Eng II Eng dom II1Eng don

individualized learning dom KT NEUT
1-by age
2-by native language
3-by dominant language
4-by language proficiency

(ex. level of reading skill)
rla... not applicable.

(no E.dom/NEHT) NA NA NA

17.2
3A

18.0 TUTORING

8.1 Student Tutoring is: (mark all that apply)
no-not mentioned
0 -type is tlot specified

1-inter-ethnic (N-EUT student tutors EHT students).
2-intra-ethnic (N-EMT student tutors 111T).
3-done by older children (cross age)
4. -done by peers (same age)

5-other.(specifY)
not. used

18.2 Paraprofessionals or aides give tutoring or instruction as follows:
0-area not specified

. . - 18.221zAL
1-inter-ethnic .(N,EUTaide tutors ET student)

St
in theacqusition of native. language shills
in the acqusition of second language. skills

(gin other acaamic subjeqts:

18.1 no



18..3 Parent tutoring: (mark all that apply)
no-not mentioned
0 -type not specified

1-inter-ethnic parent tutoring is used
Ointra-ethnic parent tutoring is used
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18.3 2,4,5,6,9

Parents are trained to become tutors for their children:
3-in the home by a home-visiting teacher

in an adult education component
in 'school through observation and guidance of teacheri

4;

as parent volunteers who tutor during the school day
7-materials are rovided for use in hoMe by parents
,a-other (specify

interviews w th parents & students by principals & teachers,
.19.0 OURRIO=PATMNS parents relate Navajo culture In. 2,_clamn

li

A
--FALt_.

The stat4d curriculum pattern of the111/12B1Lalpulept:
1-Except for inclusion of N- 1T instruction the curriculum is

otherwise typical or regular, for this state.
There are other modifications whithin the curriculum of the
bilingual program which differ from traditional, typical curri-
culum such as (mar]: all that apply)

2-a non-graded classroom: pupils of different ages are
grouped together during part of the school day

3-flexible or modular scheduling
0-small group instruction
&individualized learning
6-open classroom
7-guided discovery and inquiry
Oa curriculum which is both child and subject-centered
9-others (specify)
10-if the program includes activities which complement

experiences children encounter in the home, community
and through mass media i.e. TV, describe below:

20.0 COGNITIVE BEVELOPIIENT

20.1 Cognitive development in early childhood grades is fostered through:
0-method not mentioned 20.1

0
1-structured envirionment rich with materials child can manipulate
order, compare, match for perceptual-motor development

2-non-verbal materials, such as Montessori materials from which
children can learn sensory discrimination, matching, seriation,
counting, addition, subtraction

3-labeling and discussion of concepts related to time, space, distance,
position

4-labeling and grouping actual objects to learn classification;
grouping objects with common attributes and labeling their
attributes (i.e. colors, sizes)

5-direct experience of processes of science through discovery, using
materials rather than text^ active experimentation

by child with teacher's
guidance rather thm Llcher der.lonstration.

6-direct experience of math through discovery rather than instruction
7-other (specify or Xerox) p. no. and document:



7-materials are provided for use-in home by parents
other (uecify)
interviews with parents & students by principals & teacher,

19.0 CURIIICULUM PATTERNS parents relate Navajo culture in class1V.0 4 5 8

The stated curriculum pattern of the bilingual project:
1-Except fog: inclusion of N -E4T instruction the curriculum is
otherwise typical or regular, for this state.
There are other modifications whithin the curriculum of the
bilingual program which differ from traditional, typical curri-
culum such as: (mark all that apply)

2-a nongraded classroom: pupils of different ages are
grouped together during part of the school day

3-flexible or modular scheduling
0-small group instruction
Gindividualized learning
6-open classroom
7-guided discovery and inquiry
6Pa curriculum which is both child and subject- centered
9-others (specify)

10-if the program includes activities which complement
experiences children encounter in the home, community
and through mass media i.e. TV, describe below:

20.0 COGNITIVE DEVELOPINT

20.1 Cognitive development in early childhood grades is fostered through:
00-method not mentioned 20.1

1-structured envirionment rich with materials child can manipulate
order) compare; match for perceptual -motor development

2-non-verbal materials, such as nbntessori materials from which
children can learn sensory discrimination, matching, seriation,
counting, addition, subtraction

3-labeling and discussion of concepts related to time, space, distance,
position

4-labeling and grouping actual objects to learn classification;
groUping objects with common attributes and labeling their
attributes (i.e. colors; sizes)

5-direct experience of processes of science through discovery, using
materials rather than text; active experimentation

by child with teacher's
guldnce rather than -tachor dcz:onstration.

6-direct experience of math thrOugh discovery rather than instruction
7-other (specify or Xerox) p. no. and docuMent:

20.2 Cognitive development in later grades (grade 4 and above)
'0-method not mentioned
1-specify or xerox p. no. and document
n.a.-no grade 4 or later grades



21.0 SELF-EST7
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21.0 3,4,

Stated methods of project compenent e...pectod to increase self-esteem:
no-self-esteem not mentioned as an objective
0-self-esteem is an objective but methods not specified
Teacher encourages pupil to verbally express his feelings:

1-through role-playing
2-puppetry
(5)language- experience approach: students dictate stories from

their own experience

see beldw Q teacher accepts, acknowledges ideas and feelings
eacher encourages non-verbal expression of child's feelings
through painting, music, dancing

6-teacher provides experiences in which the various ways that
children act are accepted by the teacher; their actions are
discussed and the children are encouraged not to make fun of
"different",ways

7-teacher provides experiences leading to competency and
success

8-teacher provides experiences where occasional failure is
acknowledged as part of everyone's experience; second
attempts are encouraged

9-other (specify) (xerox or summarize) document pager's

5. -art work, play, class discussion
Teacher provides experiences in pupil self-direction and acceptance of
responsibility, such as

10-pupils act as tutors for other pupils
puils have some options choice of curriculum

12- pupils choose activities from a variety of interest centers
13-older pulls participate in curriculum planning and/or

develtipment
14-pupils write a bilingual newspaper for dissemination to the

community
VIl ther (specify) Instruction in native culture

lLY-sep two attached xerox copies
22.0 LEMMING STRATEGIES 1 1 a C 22.0

1-The project mentions the following specific 3oarning.strategies
as important for reaching a particular ethno-linguistic group:

. (specify or xerox) Document and Page no
Example; Navajo children resist participation in an authoritarian,
traditional classroom. .An open classromu where teacher partici-.
pateb rather than directs all activities and students or groups of
students initiate activites, move about freely or sit in a circle or
horseshoe rather than sit in rcws, has been found more effective.

0-none mentioned "situation teaching"--see attached xerox

21;0 #4-Pupils use their own language in play & learning situations
#5-Adult Navajo are used in teaching situations.
#6-Teachers will show respect & acceptance of Navajo language & culture

21.15--1. Units emphasizing Navajo cultUral heritage will be prepared by
teachers to develop sense of pride Units emphasizing other gips. will be pre-
pared to give Navajos a sense of brotherhood with other cultures with similar
successes & failures. 3. Instruction in Navajd will 'give hit a sense of Dride

19di



4 UUdeflUi: dueupu6;
eacher encourages non-verbal expression of. child's feelings

through painting, music, dancing
6-teacher provides experiences in which the various ways that

children act are accepted by the teacher: their actions are
discussed and the children are encouraged not to make fun of
"different" ways

q-teacher provides experiences leading to competency and
success

8-teacher provides experiences where occasional failure is
acknowledged as part of everyone's. experience; second
attempts are encouraged

9-other (specify) (Xerox or summarize) document page if

5,-art work, play, class discussion
Teacher provides experiences in pupil self-direction and acceptance of
responsibility, such as:

10-pupils act as tutors for other pupils
puils have some options in choice of curriculum

12-pupils choose activities from a variety of interest centers
13-older pulls participate in curriculum planning and/or.

development
14-Pupils write a bilingual newspaper for dissemination to the

community
rthen (specify) Instruction in. native culture

-see two attached xerox copies. 1
22.0 LEARNING STRATEGIES _ c,, 22.0_

1-The project mentions the llowing specific ]earning. strategies
as.important for reaching a particular ethno-linguistic group:

(specify.or Xerox) Document. and Page no.

Example: Navajo children resist participation in .an authoritarian,
traditional classroom.- 'An open classroom where teacher partici-
pates rather than direCts all activities and students or groups of
students initiate activites, move about freely or sit in a circle or
horseshoe rather than sit in rows, has been found more effective.

0 -none mentioned "situation teaching"--see attached xerox

21.0 #4-Pupils use their own language in play & learning situations
#5-Adult Navajo are used in teaching situations.
#6-Teachers will show respect & acceptance of Navajo language & culture

21.15-1. Units emphasizing Navajo cultural heritage will be prepared by
teachers to develop sense of pride. 2; Units emphasizing other ops. will be pre-
pared to give Navajos a sense of brotherhood with other cultures with similar
successes & failures. 3. Instruction in Navajo will give him a sense of pride
in his language. IP 69, p.31

23.0 BICULTULL COEPONENT

23.1 This program is: 23.1._374,5r6

1-bilingual alone
2.-bilingual and bicultural
bilingual and multicultural Navajo,Spanish,Ute

0-not specified as to which of the above
aan ethnic studies program is included in the bilingual program
art, posters, reslia, crafts of both cultures are exhibited in
the classroam

(6)-language and cultural content are integrated
7-other (specify)
"Units in Navajo history & culture will bore: incltided in the conven-
tional social studies units at all levels." IP 69, p.1



)CTOBER 16, 1970
9:30 am-12:00, am

THOSE PRESENT:

STTjjES
MMETINVENBILINGUAL AUZIO-ViSUAL MATERIALS
TO BE_IRMEUCTED UNDER THE TITLE VII:PROGRAM

Noe E. Coto
oordinator Title VII

Southwest Board of Cooperative Services
Cortez, Colorado

Kent D. Tibbitts
Media Specialist
'Navajo Curriculum
San Juan School District
Blanding, Utah

William L. JOrgensen.
Media Services

Southwest Board of Cooperative Services
Cortez, Colorado

Lewis Singer.

Cultural Ad.isor
navajo Curriculum
San Juan School District
Blinding, -1..tah.

The two bilingual programs were discussed and compered. Mr.. Coto said

that basically the Cortez program was to teach Spanisi,, Ute, and Navajo to their

4tudents. He said that all their students knew English and the project aim was

to teach Utei-Ute, Spanish-Spanish and Navajos-Navajo. He also said that Anglo.

:students would learn one of thele languages along with the bi-cultural students

in the class.

Mr. Coto said that thermencemany thing" that canrot be taught in twolang-

uages. Be gave an example of ,tibeNavajo language. It is very difficult to teach

"colors" using the Navajo lamoirge-because tbftrwords fol.. blue and green arelte

Same.: Mr. Singer -said that meelnov, and orangeare similar: also. Mr. Coto felt

that in this case the usituatioOliiid not call2for use of Navajo. He said that

certain things can be taughtittemich language. These things he termed "situation."

The language used would be determined by the "situation." He said that ttrans-

lations" only confuse, and students can not learn both languages at once.

Mr. Coto said that he has instructed his teachers to refrain from tranalat-

ion explanations or instructions in the classroom because bi-lingual students



s

lbegin 'to depend on it too much.

-2-

Mr. Coto said that he visualized a program that would state behavioral

objectives for the year and then the appropriate language would be used to

teach each objective. For example: If it was decided that all Kindergarten

children should be to LOO at the end of the, year then materials

would be developed to attain this behavioral objective. If there wat,a little

English rhyme that taught the numbers 1-5 but there was no such thing in ;

Navajo then English Audio-Visuals would be made to teach the numbers 1-5. If

Navajo folklore were being taught then the Navajo language would be used and

SO on.

Mr. Coto said that they only had eleven Navajo students at Rico and Egnar

schools and only three of these spol! little or no E-tglish.

Mr. Jorgensen said that he had developed no apdio-visual materials yet.

He was primarily involved in the.distribution:of the more than 1,000 movie Mims

their project had just purchased.

Mr. Coto said they, did not anticipate producing any :audio,-visual materials

in Ute. A Mr. Green had been hired to write the Ute Language. Up until. , this

time, Ute has bee.:1 an oral language, and Mr. Green's time will be spend in trying -'

to develop a written Ute language.

Mr. Tibbitts said.that the problems in San Juan School District was quite

different. Most of the. Navajo students in the district spoke English poorly.

Therefore, Navajo was used to "fill in" while the younger stndents' were learning

English. In 'this way; the students did not miss outIonTtimary School concepts

.while they were learning English. Mr. Tibbitts said that the district had about

560 Navajo students in Elementary alone.

San Juan School District has only a few Utes but would be interested in any



-3-

Audio-Visuals they might develop at Cortez.

Mr. Coto said he would litre copies of all Audio-Visual materials made for

Navajo students as they had nothing at all at the present time.

The equipment paarchase4 for tht Son 3uan Project was discussed and some

audio-visuals which'have been completed were demonstrated.

Mr. Coto pledged his support for the San Juan-project., He felt that ESL

was almost inseperately connected,,to Bilingual Education ,and,that in order to

achieve true "bilingualism" we would all have to be -,olvecLin developing

Audio-Visual materials it bi- lingual productions.



to the stulants history and legends of the. Navajo people. Teacher per 17 4

formunce will be assessed by the bilingual specialist and the project dir-

ector in the district by observation of classroom performance during instruc-

tion. Minimum levels of acceptable teacher performance will be established

bv1/47 the bilingual specialist, the project director, and classroom teachers in

special planning sessions.

Culture and Heritage (English). Students will be able to relate selected

historical events. which have, occurred and significant cultural norms which

have arisemin the United States. Specific events and norms will be established

by the bilingual specialist, the projedirector, and classroom teachers in

planning sessions. Minimum levels .of performance will be established at

the same time.

Tea-zhers will prepare and present.to the students selected history and

social nasirms of the United States. 'Teacher performance will be assessed

by the baingual specialist and the project director by classroom observation

according:to standards established by the bilingual specialist, the project

director, and the bilingual teaching staff.

Self Concept. Students will demonstrate a growing acceptance of self

by the degree to which they express their feelings and concerns relating to

their existence in a bicultural system through creative stories, class dis-

cussions art work, and play. Standards for growth will be established by

the teacher, and she will be responsible for establishing goals for individual

students and minimum levels of acceptable behavior.

The teacher will prepare and present units of instruction designed to

emphasize the cultural heritage of the Navajo and the other groups to develop

0'
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23.2 Cross- cultural awareness: 23.2._ 1
If ,project mentions specific. values or modes of behavior of
N-LIIT culture, please summarize: below.: (or attadh.:,:eram)
found in document 13-,-;,o

h .11
0-not mentioned

Narada. 'Qalturai Curriouima Development
2 mont.hZummary Report
see attached xerox t4

.023.3 1-if project mentions efforts to decrease ethnocenttisn-in 23.3
either or both groups, describe

(orxeroxdocilmmant:Tpage/#)
0-none mentioned

23.4 In the bicultural compenent knowledge of the N- HT culture 23.4_42,3_4
involves (mark all that apply)
0-no bicultural component mentioned
0-Humanistic aspects of culture: ideals and values literature

(oral or written), achievement of particular people azTolitcal
movements

Historical-cultural heritage of-the past--contributimns to art
and science

1Deep' culture: family patterns and contemporary waynf life. I p.11
4-Itemization of surface aspects.of a country -- geography, dates

of holidays etc.
5-A specific culture only e.g. one Indian tribe
Various cultures of same ethnic/linguistic group (i.e. Spanish-speaking peoples) (other cultures)

7-A third culture different from NE HT or MIT
8 -Other (specify)

23.5 American culture. is defined:
23.5 4

0-not specified
1-narrowly primarily Anglo-Saxon orientation
2- broadly ethnic pluralism of America-multicultural

contributions of various ethnic groups discussed
3-other(indicate document:and page number for xerox) or
elaborate in your own words
students will be able to relate selected historical events whichhaVe occurred & cultural which have arisen in theU.S.

24.0 COI ft RE arlY COLT oNENT



23.3 1-if project mentions efforts to decrease ethnocentrism in 23,3
either or both groups, describe below: (or xerox-document page/#)

0-none mentioned

23.4 In the bicultural compenent knowledge of the 1\t-iliTcul-uure
involves (marl: all that apply)
0-no.bicultural canponentmentioned
(Darnanistic aspects Of 'culture: ideals and values, literature

(oral or written)4 achievement of particular people or politc.
movements
Historical-cultu71 heritage of the past--contributions to art.
and science

(1).'Deepl culture: -ftily patterns and contemporary way of.life, I, v _l.
4-Itemization of surface aspects of a country -- geography, dates
of holidaysatc.

5-A specific culture only e.g. one Indian tribe
(D.Various cultures of same ethnic/Iiriguistic group (i.e. Spanitah

speaking peoples) (other cultures)
7-A third culture different _from Nail' or 21T
8-Other .(specify)

23.5 American culture is_ defined: 27'

0-not specified
1-narrowly: primarily Anglo-Saxon orientation
2-breadly: ethnic pluralism of America -- multicultural

contributions of various ethnic groups discussed
3-other(indicate document and page nuMbet for xerox) or

elaborate in.your own words
students. will .be able to relate. selected historical which
have occurred .& significant cultural norms which.havattsen'inthe
U.S.

24.0 COilliIJITITY C01P0NTINT

24.1 Bilingual libraries are provided for:
0-group not specified

project children
adults of the project' community

:3-teachers
.

no-bilingual library not mentioned

a-1 -132

Talking Library (on tees in
Navajo & English Languages)

24.2 An ethnic studies library is provided for: 24.'.: 12_213
0-group not specified

project children.
2 adults of the project (community

teachers
no-ethnic studies library not mentioned



r NAVAJO CURRICULUM

AUDIO-VISUAL PROJECT' .

POViMBER 2 1970-

MONTH SUMARY

(-4-rillION 2 3 ...R.=

C ross. Cix3:1urci.A -Loccre

Introduction

By now some ideas, conceptsv.and prohlemmare beginning to form in our

project. This report will :attempt to discus, eommof these items. In ou.romm

district we have worked with the bilingual,sthoolCamd have attempted to get the

teachers in these school` to come up with ideas of thing* they-.want todevelop.i

We have felt that if the teachers would -put -sole of their 41MTI effort into the-

development of audio- visual presentationsthey would be sore likely to use them;

to want more like them, and also to supply additional ideas for improvement or

expansion. The teachers have requested more than 25 projects to date. Some of

them are small tasks and some are rather large all-year type prOjects: Ai we have

developed these presentations. for the teachers' we have trielto evaluate the.

utility ofthe presentations and it's effectiveness on the !modest.

All of the other schools and school districts have been contacted as our

project proposal requires. We have attempted to find out the type of programs-___

.they are involved in, their philosophy,, and the objectives they have.set for their._
how

programs. We have tried to detereinee=414:4Materials the other

schools are planning or producinganei-1=; =.ammilmitheit projeCts with the

materials we are produCing.

As we have talked with the other school officials it was apparent that

the philosophy of thvarioUs curriculums wero.directly reflected in the type of

of audio-visual programs they ware pursuing. Their Audio-Visual CurriculuM (A-V C)



was'merely an extension of their philosophy of education. The A -V presentations

would use would reflect the objectives and teaching methods of the teachers/

in their schools. Their A-V C would be designed to support the established

curriculum in each classroom.

There appears to be a popular trend in some of the schools in our. area

to establish curriculums
which attempt to teach children to read Navajo. We

yonder about the value of thisrtype of curriculum. The teachers in our.schools

feel that there is very little value in teaching children to read Navajo. There

'Jac few books written. in Navajt'And even The Navajo Times, the official tribal

.newspaper, is written. in English. Others also share this opinion. Mr. James'

Toechee, a Navajo and the newly appointed school superintendent of the Shiprock

Agency bf the Bureau of Indian:Affairs ". . . favors the teaching of Navajo

language and. Navajo culture tolNavajo students, up to a poiAt."
1

But Mr. Tomchee also has this to say about bi-cultural education:

the main. emphasis should still be to-give-youngsters

the proper skillsto4quip them'. for life in the outside

world, as well as on the reservation.

'I feel that since wally Navajo youngsters lack facility in

ipeaking English we should have the Navajo language as a

teaching tool, at least in the primary grades, by the time

they finish the primary grades, theywill have had enough

English to allow discontinuance of Navajo.

IThis'yill perthit a smootherlransition from one culture to

another. 4

This is basically the philosophy of the San Juin School District's bilingual

o n Of-
No4 - de. Lot cuk5

program. also. We are trying to use Navajo language as a tool in the primary

grades, while the students learn English. Our audio-viaual.program willbe

designed to pursue this objective.

1The Navajo Times, (Window Rock, Arizona), October 29, 1970, p. 3.

2



Experience to Date

Experience is beginning to indicate that we may be trying for an

unrealistic phenotenon in our A-V C. Educators have assumed that it is possible

to make audio-visual materials for Navajo students in the same way we make them

for Anglo students and have positive response. Audio - Visual materiels as. the

Anglo culture perceives them are designed to have a high impact on the part-

.

icipants. Through the use of sound, color, movement animation, fantasy, and

gadgetry we provide a learning situation in which the student is able to Use,

several senses to perceive a concept. The key word is perceive, and the fact is

that audio-visual presentations are based on the Anglo concept of "perception."

It is a recognized fact also that the Navajo child comes from a very

different culture than the Anglo,
3

so we then can safely assume that ,he perceives

for different reasons than t) :Anglo student.

'lost eduCators nave a good idea of the medium to lam to get Anglo

students to. perceive a certain concept with an'audio-vieual rresentatioe. But

are we certain we know what medium is best for the Navajo student? Our! exper-

ienee to date does not indicate an angler: The following are several incidents

that illUstrate this problem of perception:.

.While riding with a young Nivajo:man in Monumentlialley
he brought to my attention the two medicine men far off
An the distanCe on either side of:the:road. :Be remarked
that there must be a "Sing" (Nivisim...Nesling:Ceremony) in t

I

progrese near by.- The small 'dots, 17' 6-?-"D-1 VA . 7714

road, were Medicine men bringingsanek'rzneintbe fouel4nds.
(directions-) fOr use in a healinwieA CiLYZ2NAtrvt,,41Law,o4

in vehicle on a dirt read, the tiro :then. were-,7sialble,
and'cOmpletely,un7notiCed by an Anglo person. Certainly

the situation was not percei4ed by the Anglo.,

3Kent D. Tibbitts, "A Study of Parental Factors Affecting the Success

or failure of Navajo Indian Student" (unpublished Master's thesis University of

Utah, Salt Lake City, 1969.)



My two Navajo foster daughters often spot sheep herds
far off on the horizonswhen we are riding in the

reservation. Only by the use of binoculars Can I
determine if they are really seeing a sheep herd.
They are usually right. Yet in the classroom these.

two girls must wear glasses to correct their myopic

condition!

A 14 years old Navajo girl was assigned to's sixth

grade class. She could speak very little English
as she had spend ail of her childhood herding sheep.

.'der teacher gave her some art supplies, to see if she
would leapond to an art project as shewas-not respond-
Ang to any other class projects. The girl took the
artliaper and produced a, painting of Shiprock in New
iWexico that was alMost a photographic replica! The
,most minute pinnacle was detailed in the painting.

Our first request for an audio-visual presentation was
for a tape of some English words and Navajo translations.
and definitions.' The idea seemed natural enough. Merely .

state the:English Words and then give the meanings in

Navajo. When the children learned the words they should
-7-itrmerbeen able to read with completecomprehention. Yet,

it was found that the children did not comprehend. They
kiew the:meanings of the words on the word list, but when
they saw the same wardi in a.istory they did not knoW the
meaning of the word. There was no transfer of enowledge,

ne internalization.

The above experiment and other experiments' with our presentations

HindicateAhat sound recordings alone have minimal effect on the Navajo students''

'lability to learn from audio-visual situation*. Perhaps At some future date other

educators at another plate and-time with other students w...pTove us wzong. But

ve are'doing it here and now with these students.

What all this is saying is that the NaVajo student does not see (perceive)

ldha same things that the'Anglo student sees, or if they do see the same thing

they often see it-for different reasons. Perhaps the young girl artist saw Shiprock

as an object to study, to size up, to memorize during the many hours shespent out

herding sheep. Perhaps she saw it as'a place to get her herd out of the sun,and

in" some shade, a certain place to find shelter frOm the bitter wind, or a potential



rThlr it the goats or sheep should stray onto it's rocks. The young girls are

_s-

^l r,
. .

li

.

.

.
.

iwiful of sheip-Joecause this means food, warmth, and money from the wool.. They
1 .

't gutturally aware of the presence of the sheep even at a far off distance. They

rceive the situation because of their cultural orientation, yet in the city,

.lop'lights and signs of potential danger are often hard for them to perceive.

its young Navajo man observed the old medicine man because the sight was so

mmmon to him.

These things become the important considerations in finding ways to

onvey concepts in an Audio-Visual Curriculum. What medium is natural to the

vujo culture ?. Can we expect Navajo children to stay interested in a Sesame

reet type film which is saturated with weird bangs, crashes, whistles, and pops?

se are tounds of the city, they are generated to keep the interest of noise -

tented children who live in big cities. Probably th sounds in Navajo present-

t1.1...d0 should more closely represent nature. Softer sounds, sounds like the wind,

he tiling the river, or of thecrakling fire would not be distracting.

Is it possible to saturate the Navajo, student with so many Anglo type -1

resentations that he adjust to a different cultural pe.7ception? To some degree

Itlissy be possible, but we will probably never be able to compensate for the

'tibiae details with a saturation .A.-1.1 C. The purpose of aidie- visual presentations

a to creair771tuation in 'each the senses use their maximum potentiil to perceive

certain concep t. If one of the senses ie being. distorted by odd or unfamiliar

sounds and sights then the optimum condition is not being attained.

All of these considerations and experiences will become part of the type

if A-V C we will pursue in the future.

he Various School Philosophies

As we have contacted the various schools and school districts involved



lingual education we have found a great deal of difference in their basic
.

tilaeophies of education. Much of this is the result of the diligent effofts

1. local educators to meet the individual needs of the students in. their own areas.

In order to illustrate these differences, as we see them, each school,

Remy or district curriculewr: model. We are in no way attemp-

""V

ing to judge the worth or. miththese models. This is merely

ffered to chow the difference and to indicate the motivation and justification

o each curriculum. Some exchange of materials will be possible but probably

sly on a limited heats at this point.

Lerthe models eacte culture (Anglo and Navajo) is represented by a

smainnusqine. The dotted and Solid continuum lines indicate the relative import-

Ace of stress placed on the two culturesin each school's curriculum. A solid

Mae indieates that more arreas is placed on that culture in the curriculum. A

latced:line indicates that less importance is being- placed on that culture in the

curriculum. A dotted line does not mean that a culture is being ignored or down

graded in the school, only thit it's relative value seems to be less.

Nestein ton D. C.

Navajo

Anglo

-The .program as reluired by the U. S. Office of Education would have

tteeo curriculums of equal value. Everything that is in the English language should

be in the Navajo language. Each-curriculum voUl&paralleleach other in W. things.

an Juan

lievajo



.
Basically the San Juan philosophy of bilingual education is to use

Navajo language to help youngsters fill in the "gaps" while they are learning

English language. Then as they emerge in intermediate grades with some English

eking ability they also have some basic-concepts with which to work-. San Juan

4thers achnowledge the
NaviOrAlsoftensmvhmt feel they must spend much of their

forts in preparing the stUdents imi=with the world about them.

rtez

vs o

41°

411/1--T-

itr. Coto of the exotei district heaven inZerestingtheory. He says that

menet use the appropriate language to teach the appropriate-concepts. He calls

dime language-concepts correlations e, situation.'; Hatt situation calls for. the

teething of that specific cmcept in the appropriate language. There may be some

basic concepts that are common to both cultures; but at this point the concepts

'crescendo and never come tcgether or even parallel. We nay teach a child to count

ittvtess in both languages (A basic concept with a common point) but past this point

esth culture goes it's own way. We don't teach Addition in Navajo, and we don't

figure up Navajo Rug Weav'.ng patterns in English.

Rough Rock

Allavajo

Anglo

;Sough Rock Is a Tribal school and has a strong emphasis on-Navajo culture

and tradition. They have a strong emphasis on teaching their students to read the

pota

&wide language. At some point in the atudentel progress theyntransfered from a

Navajo curriculum to an Anglo curriculum However, the emphasis on the Navajo.



store remains predominate in the curriculum.

The Navajo Kindergarten. at Window Rock is run on the same idea as the

ugh Rock School.

RECTION OF THE VARIOUS SCHOOLS INVOLVED

Rough Rock is going to use video tape to make their presentations.

N A: 'what Rough Rock is going to produce apparently has not been decided yet.

t.
crtaz has purchased over a thousond movies for which they are developing a

brary system. Cortez is also going to write a Ute Language Handbook.

4',War Rock is making no audio-visual presentations that we know4yet. Grants,

miNesico is not planning any Audio- Visual presentations in Navajo. San Juan

riming to continue developing Audio-Visual units and presentations as requested

'their teachers.'



24.3 Provision is made by the school for informing the parents
and community about the program through:(Mark all that apply)
0-method not specified

no-no provision for informing community
1 bilingual newsletter.
2. monolingual newsletter

ws sent to mass media.

-if articles included with project, check 4
5-bilingual fliers sent home
tformal meetings

nformal meetings open to entire community.
8-meetings conducted in both languages

0
°- am visits

ther (specify)
1°

10

-Project director personally involved in program
dissemination, specify how10-two liaison persons, school visits

24.3 36,7, 10

24.4 Community involvement in the formulation of school policies
and programs is sought through: 24.4 9 ,5

0-typra, not specified

no-not sought

1-a:tisting community groups working with program
2-bilingual questionnaires

3-community-school staff committees
4-community advisory groups
q4formal meetins open to the entire community
-informal meetings with community groups
7-other (specify) parents help develop curriculum (particularly Navajo8-project director personally seeks involvement of community Culture) p.33in program. s?ocify how

0-Navajos give talks, on culture. on request. p.30

24.5 The school keeps informed about community interests, events and
problems through:

.5 46
no-no mention of school seeking to be informed about community
&meetings open to the entire community conducted in both

languageS

2-cohmUnity representatives to the school
questionnaire sent to the home

4 -home visits by school personnel
5-other (specify)

(liaison
not specifiediliaison persons

24.6 The schoOi is open to the community` through 24.6 4
0,7not mentioned



L71nrcal o2en E.,nt1-2e

8-meetings conducted in both languages
9J one visits

ther (specify)
1- project director personally involved in program
dissemination. specify how

10-two liaison persons, school visits

24.4 Community involvement in the formulation of school policies
and programs is sought through: 24.4 9 Y5

0-type note specified
no-not sought
1-e:cisting community groups wor:.(ing with program
2-bilingual questionnaires
3-community-school staff committees
4-community advisory groups
Tformal meetins open to the entire community

6- informal meetings with community groups

7-other (specify) parents help develop curriculum (particularly Navajo
8-project director personally seeks involvement of community Culture) p.33

in program. sDocify how
CVdiavajos give talks on culture on request. p.30

24.5 The school keeps informed about community interests, events and
problems through:

no-no mention of school see2;ing'to be informed about community
meetings open to the entire community conducted in both

languages
2-community representatives to the school
3-bilingual questionnaire sent to the home
4-home visits by school personnel
5 -other (specify)

2azmethod not specified
iliaison persons

24..6 The school is open to the community through:.
0-not mentioned
no-school is not open to community for community use
1-opening school facilities to the community at large for use
after school hours and on weekends

2- providing adult education courses
A..t.other (aReCify)
Q.1.-class visitation by parents

25.0 IMPACT :VALUATION

25.1 Project mentions description or dissemination of the bilingual
program. through;

articles
2 -radio programs
3-TV programs.
4-video7tapes

(films

isitors to observe the program

24.5 1,6

24..6 4

25.1 1,6



page 20

25.2
25.2 Project's impact:

1-Project mentions that other classes in the school, but
not in the program have picked up methods or material from
the bilingual program

2-Project mentions other schools in the local educational system
hava started bilingual programs

(3)Proect mentions that a University has instituted teacher
training course's in bilingual education to meet staff devel-
opment needs

26.0 am OF EVALUAT02,

26.1 Evaluator has field tested, on a group of children who are of
the same language, culture and grade levels as the children in
the bilingual program:
0-not mentioned
1 published measures
staff developed mesures

3-staff translations of published measures
4-staff adaptations of published measures

26.2 Evaluator as personally observed students in the program:
0-not mentioned
no-never

1-once or twice during the year
cDmore than twice each year
3-regularly

4-other (specify)

26.3 Evaluator has met with teachers:.
0-not mentioned
no-never
1-once or twice during year
2( nore than twice. each year
3-regularly
4- other (specify)

27.0 EVALUATION PROCEDUDE

27.1 0-tot.specified

comparison group has been chosen.
2-A comparison group will be chosen

27.2 0-not 'specified (marh all that apply)
re-tests have been given to project

2- " will be
('3 Post -tests have been

" will be

group or sample

given to project group or sample

to comparison group
Ii Ii

Pre-tests have been given
" will be

ost-tests have been

will be
given to comparison group

26.2 2

26.3 2

27.1

27.2 1,3,5 7


